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This book is nonﬁction.
The events shared here have
shaped us as a family and
deﬁned us as individuals.
In order to fulﬁll a promise I
made to János and his wife Edit,
on these pages I have changed
their names, as well as the
names of all of my relatives.
Nothing else has been modiﬁed:
not the dates, the places, the
happenings, nor the anecdotes.
You are plunging directly into
our story, as it happened.

“I’m still not sure that I have done right in opening my mouth. If your grandparents Jenö and Rozsa wanted you all to
know of your history, they would have said something before their deaths. If they believed it was better not to reveal the truth,
I don’t have the right to say anything. Jenö was my older brother, I have to respect his decisions. It was more important for your
grandfather Jenö to create a new future for his children and grandchildren. That’s you. This was more important than weighing
you all down with the past. But now that you have the questions, the doubt, you will be willing to believe any half-truths that
occur to you. This is equally as dangerous as me talking of closed topics. It could be blasphemous to the Szenti name, which has
always been regarded with respect. For the Szentis, for you, and the part of you that is your grandfather’s past, the history is like
an infant who cannot return to the womb. If we bring it to life once again, it will sprawl, metamorphose, out of our hands.
“Why have I decided to tell you our history? To begin with, I like you. And I am glad to have met you. On the other
hand, I’m willing to be open, who knows. Also, we only live as long as we are remembered by those who survive us. Some men
are privileged to live for centuries, men like Caesar or DaVinci. By knowing the lives and stories of those who have died in our
family, I am doing them a favor by keeping them alive. I am honoring their lives. It is logical we all have to die. But when the
deaths are so illogical and unjust, one has to rebel in one form or another. For me, to rebel is to remember and to pass on those
memories. We weren’t the enemies of anybody. This history is for you, and I tell it to you because you are family and because
you will take it with you.
“If I tell you what I know of the family, I know our family will go on living. Since among family there are no secrets, I
can tell you that our family were always good people, respected people. I must tell you who they were, how they were. I lament
that when I was young I was not as curious as you are. Well, we have to see that we lived a much more turbulent generation. I
was ﬁve the ﬁrst time we had to move because there was a disaster on the eastern front. Then in 1919 or 1920 the same thing
happened again in the revolution after World War I. Then in the 30s with the economic disaster caused by the stock market
crash in 1929. Then World War II and all the other things that were to happen. We have lived a very turbulent century. What’s
more, in these tumultuous times one had to make one’s life. After the war, one had to make it again. And then in Argentina, we
made our life one more time. To make one’s life three times is diﬃcult, no? Destroyed families.
“Food is made with meat or with pasta. The ﬂavor comes from salt or pepper. In history, the ﬂavor comes from the
anecdotes. Dates are history, but empty. These—the dates—I don’t know so well. But pretty well. In fact, I’m proud that I have a
family that I can trace back 200 years. To think your great-grandmother, my mother, was born in 1879 and she lived until 1961.
It’s possible that you will be alive in the year 2060 also. And then you will have to tell your family history with a tree trunk of
over 300 years. Not everyone can say they have such a strong tree trunk. We aren’t vagabonds, although in this century he have
gone vagabonding.
“I give you our history, what I know of it, to remind you of the sap that runs in the veins of our family tree. To remind
you of the blood we all share. I give this to you for you to take back to your family in the US. Family gives us strength we cannot
live without. This is what I want you to know, this is what I want you to take with you to share.”
János Szenti
Córdoba, Argentina 1995
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This is JÁNOS.
He is 90 years old.
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This is me.

Postcards of Transylvania,
circa 1890
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János.

How long is
90 years?
Me.

In 1995, János
began to say.

90 years is long enough
for many, many secrets
to not be
to not be imagined.
Then for secrets
to be
to be lived with as if for always.

90 years is long enough
to be unable to silence
how long
capricious
delicate
fran�c
�me can be
�me cannot be.

90 years is long enough
to be a child
in World War One
to be a man
in World War Two.

90 years is long enough
to realize the longing
of what can vanish
in one’s own demise.

When János was s�ll in his 20s
moving that amount of kilometers
to the countryside for the day
was planned
the horses prepared
over a week ahead of �me.
“Now I can be 20 kilometers
anywhere in my car
in less than a half hour.”**

90 years is long enough
for the balance
of distance and �me
to expand incalculably,
it is an evolu�on
mostly taken for granted.
János sits in contempla�on:
proud of this wonder that
it has touched him to know.

**János drove
—“only by day!”—un�l 1998.
Edit told him what color
the street lights turned
and yelled of on-comers.
To compensate for his
waning ears, eyes and hands,
János gunned and braked
his Torino
with absolute determina�on
leaving the road,
one’s neck and nerves,
in u�er ruin.

Which is certainly how he le�
the poor employee
who snipped his license in two.
János barked at every oﬃcial ear
in the city.
Never mind that he’d been driving
uninsured for years,
there wasn’t a company
le� on the planet
willing to vouch for him.
“Over 40 years I pay taxes,
for nothing! This demonstrates a lack of
respect I’m embarrassed to witness.”

János

In 1995 we knew
this much about our
family history:

We’re Hungarians from
the Szatmár Province
in Transylvania.
City of Szatmár

Slovakia

Hungary’s border
BEFORE
World War I
Hungary’s border
AFTER
World War II

HUNGARY

(Transylvania)

Romania
Yugoslavia
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In high school this
pain�ng hung in
our living room.
My Aunt Jean
painted it a�er the
photo above it
was found.

My mom: “I know there
was a sister, too. We were told
she was killed by a bomb in
World War II.”

This is my great-uncle
János, who resides in
Argen�na. Not ﬁve
feet tall. Incorrigible,
in�mida�ng.
(Transylvania, 1910)

This is my grandfather
Jenö Szen�, VP of
Kaiser Engineers.
(Budapest 1903 California 1962)

This is my great-uncle
Imre Szen�, spoke
seven languages.
(Transylvania 1907
- California 1971)

This is?
Died in the war?
A cousin?

REPEAT: in 1995,
say.
gan totosay.
nos be
REPEAT: In 1995,Já
János
began

The woman in the painting
under which he sits

is not his wife Edit.

Edit knows who it is.

me

Her and János’ two sons
and eight
grandchildren do NOT.

Not meaning for secrets to become lies.

Willing to lie for secrets.

János began

to say,
to tell,
to explain,
to consider,
to understand,
to say.
Day after day
in the den
behind closed doors.
he allowed me to take notes...
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All this time in the forest isn’t
only ours to make demands of.
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Our family isn’t the only tree.
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But János and I aren’t
the only branches.
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This book would make János much
ANGRIER.
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So then the book.

BELIEVING WE COM

FAMILIES AS FACT. NOT TO

ALL OF THESE THINGS OF MY PARENTS AND THEIR
Zsigmond & Aurelia
Szenti
0s

1930

1920

1910

1917

1915

JULY 15, 1910
János Szenti
born to
Zsigmond
& Aurelia
Szenti in
Transylvania,
Hungary in
the town of
Nágysomkút,
Province
of Szatmár.

1914
WORLD
WAR I
BEGINS

Zsigmond &
Aurelia Szenti
take their ﬁve
kids over 300
kms. west to
Budapest.
The Szenti
family lives with
Aurelia’s
oldest sister
and family for a
few months until
fear of Russian
invasion through
Transylvania
subsides.

For work, Zsigmond
Szenti moves his
family south within
Transylvania from
Nágysomkút (where
the Szentis have
lived for centuries)
to Zilah. Zsigmond
Szenti now works as
Secretary of Finance
for the Department
of the Treasury in the
larger town of Zilah,
in a time when ﬁnding
food and housing are
dubious achievements.
Unchecked violence
and vandalism,
however, inspire
Zsigmond to return
to Nágysomkút with
his family for a few
months to take refuge
in his smaller, more
tranquil home town.

1930
NOV. 3, 1918
WORLD WAR I
ENDS
Transylvania is lost
to Romania.
The Szentis,
although
Hungarian, now
ﬁnd themselves
Romanian citizens.

Despite being
Hungarian,
Zsigmond Szenti is
hired as treasurer
for the Romanian
Government in the
town of Szatmár,
Transylvania.
Zsigmond moves
his family 75
kilometers north to
accept the wellpaid position.

1950

1940
JULY 10, 1938
After more
than a year of
preparations,
Zsigmond &
Aurelia Szenti
leave Szatmár for
a vacation to the
United States to
visit their son Jenö
(my grandfather)
and his small
family in Oakland,
California.
Zsigmond &
Aurelia take a
train to Germany,
then a boat to
New York City,
then another train
across the United
States to the
Paciﬁc Coast.

SEPT. 1, 1939
WORLD WAR II
BEGINS.
This week Zsigmond &
Aurelia Szenti (ages 60
and 59) are on a train
from California to New
York City, from which
their planned ship will
no longer be departing
for Europe. Unable
to return to their
continent, they go
back to California
and move in with my
grandparents, Jenö &
Rozsa (both age 34) and
their two children, my
Aunt Jean (age 9) and
my Uncle Philip (age 6).

AUGUST 30, 1940

SEPT. 11, 1949

Transylvania is
returned to
Hungary
by order of the
Second
Vienna Award.

1944

János, living in
Szatmár, is now a
Hungarian within
Hungary again.

Transylvania
is deﬁnitively
lost to the
Romanians.

MAY 8, 1945
WORLD
WAR II
ENDS

After a year’s
journey, János
Szenti (age 39)
and his wife Edit
(age 24), arrive
in Córdoba,
Argentina
from Szatmár,
Transylvania with
their son David
(almost age 2).

ZSIGMOND & AURELIA SZENTI
b. FEB 15, 1878 * b. MAY 24, 1879
d. DEC 19, 1946 * d. MAR 31, 1961
WED
SEPTEMBER 2, 1902
in BUDAPEST, HUNGARY

JENÖ SZENTI
b. Nov 12, 1903
d. Mar 16, 1962

BABY TIBOR
d. 1904 (6 wks)

IMRE SZENTI
b. Feb 9, 1907
d. Feb 3, 1971

ÁRPÁD SZENTI
b. 1908
d. 1974

BABY LUJZA
stillborn 1915

BABY SÁNDOR
d. 1911 (15 mos)

KLÁRA SZENTI
b. June 12, 1913
d. June 10, 1944

JÁNOS SZENTI
b. Jul 15, 1910

“I know János speaks to you
of our past I know he tells you
of our lives in Szatmár and I
know you take notes I don’t
understand why János allows
you to do it but as his wife I want
you to know something and I
want you to know it very well
we know many powerful people
here in Córdoba we live in the
most respected part of the city
some of the most known ﬁgures
in the province are people we
consider friends and neighbors
I have attended the Catholic
Church since the day we set
foot in Argentina my boys have
learned their faith there and it is
a security I did not have as a
girl I will deny all you say about
our past and I will be believed
I will do anything to protect the
security we have made here you
remember that as János ﬁlls
your head with stories that have
no value that can only damage
they are stories we have spent
a lifetime leaving behind you
had better take very good care
with them they do not
belong to you.”

Genoa, 10 May 1949
Dear Mother,

90 YEARS IS LONG
ENOUGH FOR SECRETS
TO LAST 50.
90 YEARS IS LONG ENOUGH
FOR THE GENERATIONS THAT
FOLLOWED TO NOT KNOW:

WHAT JENÖ
DIDN’T TAKE TO CUBA,
OR TO CALIFORNIA.

However, the basis of both paths is the
question of faith and conviction, and
the people with whom you can’t argue
about this question are exactly those
who are the suffering subjects of it...
And after this we’ll face new problems,
which will be solved only after our
arrival. The new world, the new worries,
the new difficulties in making ends meet.
I’m afraid to think
about them ahead of time.
With much of my heart,
János.

WHAT CAUSED
IMRE’S
FIRST WIFE TO
LEAVE HIM.

Givat-Ada, 16 Jan. 1949

Szatmár, 20 Nov. 1940
Dear Rozsa and Jenö!

Dear Jenö & Rozsa,

I was overjoyed by the news of
the arrival of your newborn
girl. Our son, Robi, is very
curious about his new little
cousin, and I continuously
have to answer his questions
about when we are going to
visit her, what her name is,
etc.

Today I received a letter from
János from Genoa. This is the
first letter from him since
I sent him the certificate.
He knows what he is doing-he made his choices--God help
him! I did all I could for
him.

WHAT HID ÁRPÁD
FROM ALL OF US.

But it looks like our fate is
to live in all directions and
to be able to get together and
chat only once in 10 years.
Árpád

WHAT JÁNOS MEANT
TO BURY BEHIND HIM.

WHAT KILLED
KLÁRA,
HER HUSBAND MÁTYÁS,
AND THEIR TWO
SONS.

With Much Affection,
Mátyás & Klára
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b. 25 SHEVAT 5667
d. 8 SHEVAT 5731

The
synagogue
the Szenti
family
attended in
Szatmár,
Transylvania.
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b. 2 SIVAN 5639 * b. 12 ADAR 1 5638
d. 14 NISAN 5721 * d. 26 KISLEV 5707

b. 22 CHESHVAN 5664
d. 11 ADAR II 5722

Numbers 1:47-54

For the LORD
had spoken to Moses, saying…You
shall put the Levites in charge of the
Tabernacleof the Pact, all its furnishings, and
everything that pertains to it…the Levites shall
camp around the Tabernacle of the Pact, that
wrath may not strike the Israelite community.

OUR HERITAGE FROM AURELIA.

The synagogue János
has never attended in
Córdoba, Argentina.

b. 7 AV 5668
d. 11 ADAR 5734

The synagog
ue Árpád
attended in
Givat Ada, Is
rael.

Numbers 4:2-4

Take a (separate) census of
the Koheneem by the clans of
their ancestral house…This is
the responsibility of the
Koheneem in the Tent of
Meeting: the most sacred objects.

OUR HERITAGE FROM ZSIGMOND.

b. 8 TAMMUZ 5670

b. 7 SIVAN 5673
d. 19 SIVAN 5704

“These are things of destiny.
You can’t prevent from
happening what’s going to
happen. But you can’t judge
the decisions of the past
1931 Szatmár, Transylvania
either. You have to take into
account the morale of our
times. The morale of today
is much different than 20
ár
pá
years ago, and even more
d,
zs
23
i
sz gm
different than 40 years ago.
en on
ti, d
ján
And the morale in the US, in
53
os
21 ,
Argentina, in Hungary, in each
klára,
18
place is totally different.
WHY, in 1931, when
my g’father
my grandparents Jenö
Argentina is more conservative
jenö, 27
& Rozsa had to
than the USA, and Hungary still
travel ﬁrst to Szatmár
more conservative than
from Cuba “to put
Argentina. And 60 years ago, it
their papers in order”
aurel
my g’mother
i
was inconceivable that a girl of
szent a
before immigrating to
rozsa, 27
i, 52
your age would travel half way
the USA, this photograph
around the world alone. Times
was taken. But an equivalent
change drastically. And so today, photo (my grandparents
my aunt
you can’t ask ‘Why?’about these with my grandmother’s
jean,
1.5
family) was not
decisions your ancestors made
taken: my
to hide their Jewish origins.
grandmother Rozsa was
The deﬁnition of a person
NOT Jewish, and her Calvinist
WHY my grandfather went to study engineering
isn’t the result of one solo
family still struggled to approve of her
ﬁrst in Brunn, Czechoslovakia, and then in
motive. There are many motives
decision to cross the ocean for a Jew.
Germany. In Hungary, only 8% of the
Stuttgart,
Zsigmond & Aurelia Szenti also had
and events that make up such
total university population were allowed to be Jews.
their reservations about the marriage
a reaction, such a decision.
across
faiths,
but
Zsigmond
closed
the
You can’t ask, ‘What was the
topic by saying he “would rather gain a
90 years is long enough
reason?’ because there wasn’t
daughter than lose a son.”
to have been in this
a single, universal reason.
photo, and to explain
Not for your grandfather Jenö,
it 60 years later.
not for Imre, not for myself.
Not for Árpád. We all made our
decisions individually, at
WHY my Aunt Jean had never seen this photo where she appears with her previously
different times, under varied
unknown Uncle Árpád, and thus, among other things, never knew that she had
circumstances,” said János.
traveled to Szatmár with her parents as a toddler.

Being A Part Of This Explains:

WHY Zsigmond & Aurelia, once fate left them living in Oakland
and not Szatmár, drove across the bay to San Francisco to attend a
synagogue where there was no risk of anyone
from the neighborhood recognizing them as Jews.
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Oakland
Presbyterian
Church,
where Aunt
Jean married

my aunt
jean, 21
my
mom,
10

1951 Oakland, California

my
mom,
42

ján
os,
73

me, 9

1983
Córdoba, Argentina

WHY, when we visited
family in Argentina in
1983 and my mother asked
“WHO IS ÁRPÁD?” János
slammed his ﬁst on the table
in response. WHY by not
answering when I was nine,
he was already beginning
to tell…And that is WHY I
came back when I was 20, to
ask again.

WHY János had no
answer when I asked
him, “At what point
did my grandfather’s
Judaism turn from
something he did not
mention, to something
he outright concealed
from his children?”

“…Alex, I serve you another
plate? No? How can you say
no? Of course you’ll eat another
serving, you’ll eat well today
because tomorrow you never
know what could happen.
Suddenly there’s no more food,
everyone is hungry, you have
only an old dry bone to suck
on like an old fantasy. You can’t
imagine the hunger. Always say
yes to more food while there is
food to be had. That is a lovely
blouse, by the way. The light
green suits your complexion…”
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This is the river my grandfather
drew in Transylvania in 1919.
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This is The Danube
River in Budapest,
where my grandfather
was born.
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In 2006, my mother found this written on
a loose, undated piece of paper in boxes that
belonged to my grandfather Jenö:
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This is The Columbia River
“re-drawn” by my grandfather
in 1935.
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“There is no stranger ﬁction than
true life. Man in actuality is one of
the most lonesome animals. We
live among each other, are
supposed to be the only animals
able to speak and communicate
our thoughts to our fellow men.
And we do—to a very limited extent. I
believe everyone is hiding something. I
believe everyone has a cross to bear and
does—alone.
“We live here in America what
has been termed a fast life. Leisure is
available only to a few. We don’t
know privations like other
nations learned during the
past decade. We should
be happy, but we are
not.”
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1924
Jenö receives
the degree
of Ingenieur
at the
Technische
Hochschule in
Stuttgart,
Germany.

JULY 1924
Unable to
obtain
permission
to enter
the USA,
Jenö
(age 20)
travels to
the nearest
option:
Cuba. He is
hired as an
assistant
engineer
by General
Sugar Co.

1928-1931
Jenö Szenti
works as
an office
engineer for
Kaiser Paving
Co., a US firm
in charge of
a highway
contract
throughout
Cuba.

JENÖ SZENTI

The passport Jenö
used to travel to
Germany as a
student.

ba
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1931-1932
Kaiser Paving
Co. sponsors
Jenö, Rozsa
and Jean
Szenti’s
immigration
to the USA
in order to
hire Jenö
permanently
as an
engineer in
their home
office in
Oakland,
California.

of

1935-1945
Jenö assumes the additional duties of
chief engineer of Henry J. Kaiser Co.
In this capacity, Jenö follows all
construction contract work in which
the Kaiser Co. is interested. Jenö is
directly responsible for the estimating
of all contract work, preparing plant
layouts, and for all development work
as it turns gradually from construction
to industrial work. This period
covers the completion of Hoover Dam,
Bonneville Dam, Grand Coulee Dam, and
the construction of Grays Harbor on the
Columbia River and the Fontana Iron and
Steel Plant in
Fontana, California.

Going over ﬁgures with Henry J. Kaiser.
By 1945, Jenö is Vice President, General
Manager, and Chief Engineer of Kaiser
Industries Corp.

IF LIVING WAS LIKE BUILDING A DAM, THESE FACTS AND NUMBERS WOULD

1940-1941
Jenö is responsible
for the general
design of the
first shipyards
in Richmond,
California, and
Portland, Oregon,
that produced the
Liberty Ships. World
War II creates an
enormous demand for
sea vessels, so
these new shipyards
are revved up until
they are completing
a ship a day, an
unheard-of capacity.
By now Jenö has
earned the name
“Little Giant.”

1945-1962
Jenö works as Vice President, General Manager, and Chief Engineer
of Kaiser Industries Corp. in Oakland, California. He is entirely
responsible for all activities. Some of the numerous projects in
these 17 years include: the construction of the USA’s largest
aluminum reduction plant; an expansion program for the Tata Iron
and Steel Co. Ltd. in Jamshedpur, India; the Snowy Mountains Hydroelectric Power Project in New South Wales, Australia; a water supply
system and sewage disposal for the city of Asunción, Paraguay; an
earth dam in Brazil; and the Industrias Kaiser Argentina (IKA)
automobile factory in Córdoba, Argentina.
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BE ENOUGH TO ILLUSTRATE HIS HEART, HIS DECISIONS, OUR HERITAGE.

Jean

orah

Deb

JENÖ SZENTI

Jean

In Nort
her
Califor n
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Redwo
od
Forest,
circa 19
33

Rozsa & Jenó
Cuba 1926

What I know about my
grandfather is that over
30 years a�er his death,
being his granddaughter
meant much kindness
was extended towards
me from individuals
in many countries.
Not condesending
kindness as a result
of his profession. But
gracious kindness as a
result of achievements
made possible by him
and by my grandmother,
and by their percep�on
of those around them.
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These me�culous diaries kept by my grandfather are where we
ﬁrst came across the name ÁRPÁD.
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This original
embroidery was
created by my
grandmother Rozsa
in California. The
pa�ern is tradi�onal
of Hungary, but
the colors reﬂect
inﬂuences from the
“new world.”

BE ENOUGH TO ILLUSTRATE HIS HEART, HIS DECISIONS, OUR HERITAGE.

1923

LOSE A TURN
1910s-1920s

Grow up Jewish in
Transylvania
as a
“weak and illnessprone child” during
World War I and the
ran-sacking years that
follow. Dress in regular
clothes, attend the
synagogue with your
family, keep kosher,
learn the Talmud, be
the best in your high
school class and receive
no recognition because
of your religion.

At 16, leave school and
somehow convince your
parents to allow you
to travel to Hamburg,
Germany, with three
other guys to catch a
steamship to Buenos
Aires, Argentina. The
older travel partner ROLL AGAIN
charged with looking
out for you is the ﬁrst
1923-1925
one you separate from in
Travel with Schwartz
Argentina.

to Northern Argentina
to work in the salt
mines. Then go to
Bolivia to work in
the sugar cane ﬁelds.
Arrive in Chile, start
your career as a sailor
by getting hired on
a guano boat that
hauls bird poop from
Antofogasta to the
tulip ﬁelds of Holland.
Cuba, 1926

the

Imre..Game
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Early 1930s
Marry a gal
named Gene.

IMRE SZENTI
1926

February 1926

START
Feb. 9, 1907

Be born in
Szatmár, Hungary

Sign up on a ship that
has a long enough
layover in Cuba for you
to visit your brother
Jenö, who is working
as a civil engineer in
Camagüey. Take a
picture.

Leave Cuba on a ship
that soon sinks in the
Gulf of Mexico. Get
rescued along with
the rest of the crew
by a ship en route
to New Orleans. In
New Orleans, jump
ship and disappear
into the USA. Learn
English as a logger in
Louisiana.

Circa 1928

Make your way to
Chicago and get
a job with Montgomery Ward.

Travel with Gene
to NY to greet
your brother Jenö,
recently arrived in
the USA thanks to
Kaiser Industries,
who thinks they
have no Jews on
their payroll. You
do not mention
what your older
brother is not
mentioning either.

Late 1930s

Lose Gene when
she discovers you
never said you
were Jewish.

Live by charm
and by the
seat of your
pants.

ROLL
AGAIN

1950s

Work on and
off for Kaiser
Industries both
in the USA and
in Brazil.

Be remembered by name
by maitre d’s worldwide
who always usher you
in with glad fanfare to
the appropriate table.

Be known to say, “Any
opportunity is a good
opportunity for a
drink.”

1961

Have no children.

LOSE A TURN

Move with Leah to Laguna
Beach, California. Use your
zest and joy for bargaining
to open an import/export
store specializing in Native
American artifacts from
North and South America.

At this stage of the game, there is not much
you can do to János and Edit that hasn’t been
done.
Their ingenuity is their pride is their defense.

Work for Jeep/Willys
in Toledo, Ohio.

1941-1945

April 1941

Marry a gal
named Leah
Davis in Chicago.

Now their home is protected by:
—2+ meter high iron bars.
—An unclimbable false roof façade.
—A ferocious dog in the back yard who is
going to kill someone if he ever gets loose.
—Hidden buzzers that alert a home security
agency.
—At the front gate, an intercom to address
visitors. A small window lets János and Edit
see you, but not you them.
He’s thinking of electrifying the skylight in
the bathroom.

1946-early 1950s

After living undocumented for 15 years,
enlist in the US Army
to obtain residency papers. Since you speak
seven languages, you
serve as a translator.

As gas station owners in Córdoba, János and
Edit were held up over 40 times. Since I
began visiting János, their home was broken
into four times. In the 70s, János was even
kidnapped by bandits for a hefty cash ransom.
“For how much? It was four or ﬁve currencies
ago, couldn’t tell you nowadays. But it was a
lot, too much.” Edit paid, done deal. Angry,
chuckle, shrug. János shows the newspaper
clipping. Taps the photo of himself among
the words making it true and I wonder, “Did
they beat him? Did he notice?” János and Edit
do not fret, they get pretty mad, shake it oﬀ
and rise to the challenge: János retreats to his
den and draws up plans. After each incident,
a remodel.

FINISH
Feb. 3, 1971

Die of heart disease in
Laguna Beach,
California, USA

JÁNOS: “The first time I knew it was different to be a Jew was when I was ten. At school, we were outside choosing soccer
teams. Someone called out, ‘We won’t take the Jew!’ meaning me. That ‘someone’ was Farkas Sanyi, your grandmother
Rozsa’s younger brother.”
ALEX: “Did your parents ever talk to you as children about anti-Semitism?”
JÁNOS: “Anti-Semitism? No! After 2,000 years of it, what more is there to say?”
EDIT: “The problem was that while we lived in Europe, we always felt our Jewish origins were a curse.”
JÁNOS: “NO! Speak in the first person if you must, but I never felt that way, and I don’t feel that
way today either.”
EDIT: “When I was a girl, nobody referred to me by my name. I was known as the little Jew girl, but never as Edit. We came here to Argentina to lose our
origins so our children wouldn’t know this kind of persecution.”
JÁNOS: “Mind you I did not convert from Judaism. A man cannot change his sanctification. A man is born and dies the same. If there are changes
throughout his lifetime, that is interesting, but it is not the essence.
“So you know, the Farkas family, the family of your grandmother, had a religion and a concept of Jews that was very retrogressive. Rozsa was very liberal
in her views, and with a little education, even more so. And when Jenö made the decision he eventually had to make, it was strongly supported by his wife.
The conditions of work, without a doubt were not equally available for Jews. Memories of post-war times, and of the discrimination following World War I,
surely your grandfather wasn’t able to forget. And surely there were other factors that I don’t know about because his decision was made under much different
circumstances than mine. I lived a different evolution. My brother Árpád yet another evolution that I couldn’t understand. Neither could Jenö and neither
could Imre. Bah.
“Things are as they are. If one changes his essence as a man by changing his religion, one is able to objectify religion. I don’t believe there is anyone who
can help me. There’s no Christ, there’s no God that can help me like I can help myself. Sometimes it’s very difﬁcult when you have problems and you
don’t have anyone to turn to. You have to go on, and support yourself. Sometimes we ﬂail. Christ ﬂailed at times, too. Others have the crutch of San
Antonio, or San Jose, or San who-knows-what, and they believe this helps them. That’s ﬁne for them. But I don’t believe these saints are going to help
me. I have to resolve my own problems. The Bible too says that we all have our own free will. Albedrio, free will. It is what separates man from animal.
You have your challenges, you resolve them, and you can’t push the blame off on anybody else. You have to say, ‘I made the mistake.’ Not God, not
your neighbor. I, we all, have the ability to choose, to choose between good and evil. If I choose badly, I need to ﬁx what I’ve done. The only thing you
all can do is believe that your grandfather Jenö did what he had to do. For better or for worse, you need to respect what he chose, what he chose for his
family and your future. Do you, Alex, believe in religion?”
ALEX: “In an organized form, no. I’ve never been affiliated with any church. I have many strong beliefs and I feel there is a God. But I don’t believe he is an old
man in a throne who looks down upon us to approve or disapprove of our actions. I feel God is a sort of purity. And that we actualize him or her, or ﬁnd him
or her, in the way we are with ourselves, and the way we are with others. I’ve never had good experiences with churches. Usually I encounter more hypocrisy
than actual faith.”
JÁNOS: “The truth is most people think the same, but are too afraid to say it. Our society believes God is a great old man with a gold staff sitting in a chair
in the Great Above. We’ve been traveling up there for years now and we still haven’t bumped into him. I suppose there is a chance he does exist in space,
but the more certain truth is that he exists within each of us. If we believe God is purity, as you said and have every right to believe, then you yourself have
to be pure. Because that is the image in which you have made him and he is within you. And you are pure, you are sincere, and so this God exists. Religion
is a grand union of rules that respond to the circumstances of the times within which we live. It is the charge of religion to provide its followers with these
rules, an unspoken contract. Religion provides explanation for that which we cannot understand. Have you ever tried to explain inﬁnity to a child? It is very
difﬁcult, that’s why they don’t do it much in schools. With time, children mature, and on their own they understand there is much that cannot be touched or
explained, but that exists nonetheless. Laws, rules, behavior—the quantity of intangibles is also inﬁnite.”
ALEX: “Did you have these beliefs always, or did they change with the years?”

JÁNOS: “My beliefs have changed a lot over the years. In the beginning, I remember I didn’t like religion because it was full of rules I had to learn. It was
imposed upon me, and I reacted accordingly. When I was 16, I had a phase when I was very religious. After, it was just a set of guidelines for me. Be good,
dress nicely, offer your hand to the ladies—this was my religion. I went to the synagogue with my father, and on the High Holy Days we ate very well. Your
grandfather Jenö, it must be said, had the most faith of us children. He truly believed. I remember that services were noisy at our orthodox synagogue in
Szatmár, because each person prayed to their own God.
“As for my beliefs, during the long nights in the concentration camps, I thought often, ‘Why?’ Many of my beliefs that I have now, I encountered then.
I philosophized often because I had to think of other things besides food. If you thought of food, it would drive you crazy. And after the war, the
transformation of the post-war times had a large inﬂuence also. We returned full of rancor, pain, disillusionment. Some of us began to mature. Others
didn’t, which was a shame. For my own happiness, I had to come to the understanding that the world was not responsible for what happened to us. Before
this realization, there were a lot of people I hurt with my hate and my humiliation, and it wasn’t their fault. I made some mistakes and hurt some people
who did not deserve it, and I’m sorry for that. When I ﬁnally stopped blaming the world, I was much better off…
“This is the most important theme, leaving the bitterness behind. For this reason, I did not go to Israel, where I could have lived easier and more
openly. The people there couldn’t stop re-enacting their bitterness and anger. I couldn’t go on blaming the world in this way, it didn’t seem right to
me. I had to modify my outlook on life, and I had to do it before I left Szatmár. That’s not to say I forgave. There are some things you just can’t
forgive. You can’t comprehend things that are incomprehensible and you can’t forgive things that happened without reason. We didn’t want to bring
the war with us to Argentina, a war we didn’t make. And so I had to come to peace with the war and with the world on my own terms so I could
have a future and happiness once again.
“I am going to tell you a story of when I was in high school. This was 1925 or so. There were about 40 students, some of whom were in the Iron
Guard, a Nazi-sort of organization, and at the front of the classroom there was a large wooden bin where wood was stacked each morning for the
woodstove. The Iron Guard kids liked to pick on the non-Iron Guard kids, that is, the Jews, by making them stand in the woodbin. One day they
ganged up on me and forced me into the bin. I put up a big ﬁght and all my clothes ended up torn. The next day, they picked on another classmate.
As the Iron Guard surrounded him, he held up his hands and said, ‘All right, all right. You want me in the bin? I’ll go sit in the bin.’ And he walked
over and sat in the woodbin. You see, he took all the violence out of the Iron Guard’s intentions and they became bored. With that one action, the
Iron Guard left us alone for the rest of the year. You see the wisdom in this anecdote?”
Then János began scribbling on a piece of paper, which he handed to me. It had this drawing on it:
JÁNOS: “This is my portrait of you, sitting there with your big ears on. Why don’t you ever say anything? My cheap
one-sided conversation. Say something!”

philosophy makes for a boring

Binyamina, Israel
Genoa, Italy - May 10, 1949
Dear Mother,
Dec. 24, 1939
In your letter you brought up a very delicate question, the question of Árpád and in connection with this also
Dear Jenö,
is the question of the Jews. This is a very weighty question and it is quite hard to take a stand on it. This present war
I was very happy to see your handcertainly showed us, among other things, that there are only two paths for the Jews to take. One of them leads to
writing, because just like you said, we don’t
Palestine and includes remaining with Judaism. This is the nicer choice and also the more honorable one towards
correspond with each other too often.
ourselves and towards those who had to die because their only sin was to be born a Jew.
I have no idea why, but the relationships
The other choice is to go somewhere else where nobody knows us and forget and make others forget that at
between the siblings became somehow
one time we were Jews. This path is the more opportunistic and more rational one.
looser. Maybe the geographical distance or
There does not exist a calling for the Jews that necessitates the suﬀering of those pains that
the time is the cause of it—I don’t know—
were given to them centuries ago by their own narrow-mindedness, jealousy, intolerance
but this doesn’t feel right; we only hear from
of others, and last but not least the separation of those who believe that they are the
each other once a year, or maybe even less.
Chosen Ones. However, the basis of both paths is the question of faith and conviction,
While I was living in Romania we could
and the people with whom you can’t argue about this question are exactly those who
hear news about each other through our dear
are the suﬀering subjects of it.
parents, but now it’s really time to start to
I’ve already settled this issue for myself when I decided not to go to Palestine.
communicate again. At least in letters we
And my brother Árpád also closed this question when he went to Palestine. In
have to chat a little bit once in awhile, and
spite of my diﬀerent decision I can understand Árpád and his principles just as much
if the men are too busy to write, let’s ask the
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as he cannot understand his siblings. His solution is the simpler, more obvious,
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Binyamina, Israel
Nov. 16, 1940

Dear Brother Jenö,
I was overjoyed about the words that you
added to Father’s letter. Please, do it more
often.
You were asking me not to complain. Well,
dear Brother, I have nothing to complain
about. You know that nothing will scare me,
and as long as there is work to be found,
I’ll ﬁnd it. I will always make ends meet
somehow.
I’m not even afraid of unemployment,
although this threat doesn’t exist here, thank
God. Everybody can ﬁnd a job who wants
to work. If I’d even mention something
bothersome—although I don’t remember
doing it before—I’d mention it as a dry fact
of life and not as a complaint. First, you
wouldn’t be able to help to solve my problems
since I’d do myself whatever had to be done.
And second, by the time you’d hear about my
problems and you’d try to help me through
letters, the whole thing would be already
overtaken by events. Anyway, you know,
when a person is talking to his relatives, he
writes about this and that.
How are you? How is Rozsa? What do you
have—a prince or a princess? And when did
he/she arrive? God bless you with happiness
and good luck in regards to the baby. Now
our Mother and Father have someone to
spoil with all of their love. I’m sure it makes
them very happy. I wish you and your family
good luck and happiness for the upcoming
new year. If I’m not mistaken, the little Jean’s
birthday is on December 9th. God bless her.
I would write something to her, but there
is a big problem here: I don’t speak English
and she forgot to learn Hungarian. This way
please, be my interpreter and give her kisses
on both of her cheeks.
Merry Christmas! Much love and kisses to
all.
Árpád

Maybe the kisses
Árpad sent in his letters
were given to Jean
to my mom
(the new princess)
to my uncle Philip.
Maybe the kisses,
but not the name,
not the language,
not the brother.
(Could Árpád have imagined
he was hidden so?)
Time, however,
time could give
what my grandfather
could not:
the name “Árpád”
alone and unexplained
in my grandfather’s diaries,
opened decades after his passing.
A photo found then
(time nodded)
showed 4, not 3, brothers.
János? In 1983, we asked
the only one living
Who is Árpád?
He slammed his fist
to the table
knocking wine to the floor
angered by secrets
(not his)
by respect
sealed with tombstones
& he did not answer
for years.
Time, eventually,
time opened
what János could not,
and he spoke
he spoke of all
who won’t fit
into the grave with him.
Giving, giving
what time
what 90 years
knew he would.

Eric

me

ERIC: Jozsa was a cousin to my mother, and the truth is I’ll never know what
Árpád saw in his wife. I was very close to Árpád, though. He was an uncle, or
more so, to me. Árpád was wonderful with children and animals, and he was
very dear to the whole community here in Givat Ada. He was known as a hard
worker, anyone would tell you that. He was always ready to help. And he was
a stamp collector. After he passed away, Jozsa only waited two days before
selling his stamp collection. I knew Árpád had family in Argentina and the USA;
he mentioned it every so often. He also had a painting he was very fond of, it
was of his sister Klára. After Jozsa died her nieces inherited all that was left in
the house, including the painting. I tried to track the painting down once, and
the niece told me it was stolen when her ofﬁce was broken into. I suppose what
she says is true, but I know it would break Árpád’s heart if he knew that portrait
had disappeared so. (Givat Ada, Israel. June, 1995)

ÁrpÁd HAD ONE GOOD EYE FOR SEEING OUTWARD,
Árpád
& Klára
approx.
1930

ÁRPÁD SZENTI

1913

Marika,
1938
1950

Árpád

1950

János
circa
1926
Árpád
Szenti is
born in
Szatmár,
Hungary.
August
4,1908

Klára
Árpád (age 16)
goes to Palestine,
without Zsigmond’s
blessings. Árpád,
untrained and with
only a high-school
education, ﬁnds a job
in Haifa maintaining a
large generator in
a hotel.
1924

Marika at
János &
Emma’s
wedding.
April,
1941

Árpád returns to
Szatmár & Zsigmond
pays tuition for a one
year agriculture training
program. Zsigmond
helps ﬁnance a farm
for Árpád outside
of Szatmár.
1926

Marika
1942

Zsigmond &
Marika
July 1938

Árpád weds
Ildikó Weisz in
Szatmár,
Romania.
1933

Marika,
Árpád’s only
daughter,
is born in
Szatmár.
Jan 1936

Árpád & Ildikó
divorce. Family
mythology claims
Ildikó wanted a more
cosmopolitan lifestyle
than what the farm
offered, and that, to spite
Árpád, she aborted when
she became pregnant
a second time. Árpád
returns to
Palestine.
1938

The last time
Árpad sees his
father Zsigmond,
his sister Klára, his
daughter Marika.
Szatmár,
1938

JÁNOS: I remember that Árpád was stubborn and rebellious as a
child. My parents paid for an operation once when he was a boy
to ﬁx his eye, but the birth defect could not be corrected. You
see how he was turned to the side in most photos, or in some
portraits the photographer would actually repaint his wandering
eye. Árpád and our sister Klára were very close, they were great
friends. Árpád loved children and I do not know why he and Jozsa
did not have any, but I’m sure that he would have wanted more,
especially after he lost Marika. Árpád changed his last name in
Israel, and I thought it was very fanatical of him to drop our family
name for something Hebrew. But a few years ago I saw a movie
that explained that in Israel it was law for citizens to have Hebrew
names, and then I understood. In any case, the name he chose in
Hebrew was a direct translation of our family name, so I have to
give him credit for choosing the right word.

AMRAM: Árpád and I collected stamps together. I’m from Hungary also, a survivor. Here,
after the war, it was important to talk of the now. I know Árpád lost a daughter in the war.
We all lost many people. It was too painful for people to speak of what happened, or people
didn’t want to hear. Árpád is what we call a “sabos,” the prickly pear fruit of the cactus:
spiny on the outside and sweet on the inside. Árpád was a dear friend to my
daughter also. They could talk in Hungarian together, and enjoyed each other’s
company very much that way. I remember he showed up in Givat Ada with some
beautiful Hungarian horses. He took better care of them than he did of his own
home; he spent all his time keeping them in the best condition. Usually he only
made enough to pay for their hay, but they were his love. I mean, he took care of
his crops and his chickens, also. But those horses…Árpád worked very hard,
he was known for it. People in town were generally closer to Árpád than
to his wife Jozsa. But at least she was a good cook, that’s something, you
know. He was a traditional dominant Hungarian husband, but Jozsa was a
pretty strong woman, too. (Givat Ada, Israel. June, 1995)
Amram

AND ONE GOOD EYE FOR SEEING INWARD.

1954

Jozsa &
Árpád
1965

1954

1971
1953
Lost
painting
of Klára

Árpád weds
Jozsa, the
daughter of
a friend from
Hungary. They
live in Givat Ada,
Israel,where they
raise chickens,
various crops,
and, for a time,
Hungarian
horses.
April 1941

Árpád’s grave in
Givat Ada

Árpád & Jozsa’s
home in Givat Ada
1950s

Árpád’s only
daughter Marika
(age 8) perishes in
the gas chambers of
Auschwitz along with
her mother Ildikó.
June 8, 9, or 10,
1944

Árpád & Jozsa
travel to Guatemala for
a family reunion with his
three brothers and their
mother Aurelia.
1954

Árpád & Jozsa
travel to Córdoba,
Argentina, for a
family reunion with
his three brothers
and their mother
Aurelia.
1959

Árpád &
Jozsa
1950s

The last time
Árpad sees his
mother Aurelia
and his brothers
Jenö and Imre.
Córdoba,
1959

1969

János &
Edit travel to
Givat Ada,
Israel, to
visit Árpád
& Jozsa.
1973

The last
time Árpad
sees his
brother
János.
Givat Ada,
1973

Árpád
dies in
Givat Ada
unexpectedly
after minor
surgery at
the age of
65.
March 5,
1974

Klára, Robi,
& Mátyas
1939

Klára Szenti
is born on
June 12, 1913,
in Budapest,
Hungary.

1913

Aurelia, Klára,
& Zsigmond
1924

1917

KLÁRA SZENTI
At 18
Klára
completes her
studies at a fine
ladies’ finishing
school.
1931.

On
Jan. 30, 1933,
Klára weds
Mátyás Glasner,
a successful, wellread Hungarian
lawyer from Kolosvár
and good friend
of János’.
Klára
moves to
Bucharest
with her new
husband.

1939
As a Jew,
Mátyás Glasner
is prohibited
from practicing law.
He and Klára
return to live
in Szatmár. They
eventually open
a vegetable
stand.

1933

On
Aug. 21, 1936,
Robi is born to
Klára and
Mátyás Glasner
in Szatmár.

“Klára
was the sparkle of our family; a great
companion for our mother after
so many boys.”

Robi & Klára
1936
Aurelia & Klára
1926

41
Támas & Klára 19

1929

1941
Robi, Emma,
Klára, Mátyas.
June, 1941

1941
Tamás is born
to Klára and
Mátyás Glasner
in Szatmár.

Tamás &
Robi
circa
1941

Robi
circa
1942

Robi &
Klára
circa
1939

On
May 3, 1944,
Klára, Mátyás,
Robi, & Tamás
Glasner are
herded into the
Szatmár Ghetto
with over
18,000 other
Jews.
On
June 1, 1944,
Klára, Mátyás,
& their two sons
are among the last
2,615 Jews
deported to
Robi
Auschwitz
circa 1938
from the
Szatmár Ghetto.

“Klára
was a lady in every way, and she had
impeccable taste.”

Klára & Mátyás
1933

Mátyás, Robi, Klára, Tamás
1941

Sometime
between
June 8 & 10, 1944,
Klára Szenti
Glasner (age 30)
is gassed with her
sons Robi (age 7) and
Tamás (age 3). Mátyás
Glasner (age 40)
perishes
soon after
in the
Mauthausen
labor camp
outside of
Vienna.

“Alex would have been exempt.”
“No, János, she wouldn’t have. Under the
Nuremberg Laws, one Jewish grandparent was
enough to condemn you.”
“Edit! You were discriminated against if
you had one Jewish grandmother, and Alex only
had one Jewish grandfather. She would have
survived.”
“No, János, you who studied law! How can
you forget how far the Nuremberg Laws reached
to condemn us?”
“That’s my point. Alex would have been
safe, she only had one Jewish grandparent, and it
wasn’t her grandmother. She would have survived.
Alex! Come here! According to the Nuremberg
Laws, you would have been ﬁne. So you know,
you would have been ﬁne. I remember I was so
angry during the war at my Uncle Morbacsi,
one of my mother’s brothers. He converted to
Catholicism before World War I to marry his
wife. He and his family, all of his oﬀspring, were
spared during World War II. They kept quiet and
no one found out they had ever been Jews. This
angered me immensely as I lay wasting away in
a concentration camp and Uncle Morbacsi was
home and warm in Budapest. Now, of course, I
understand his decision to remain silent. They
survived.”

“It’s raining.”
“Yes, it is.”
“At times I have understood the world did not deserve her.”
“Who?”
“Her,” said János, pointing to the painting under which he sat.
“My first wife, Emma. Emma Danzig…Fifty-seven years ago I sat at a table with
Emma on a fall morning. It was raining like it is today. Emma and I were sitting
without words, listening to the rain. Just like you and I are now. She was only
seventeen and we were not yet married. My elbows were leaning on the table like
this, my hands rested on the surface. After a long while, Emma reached over and
put her hand upon mine and she scratched me with her fingernail purposefully.
The cut was deep enough to take away the top layer of skin, but not deep enough
to draw much blood. I looked over at her, ‘Why did you scratch me?’ I asked
her. Emma leaned in slightly and she said very softly, ‘I love you and I don’t ever
want you to forget me.’” János then stretched out his left hand and showed me a
scar, an unmistakable white line, all but two inches long, on the
back of his hand, near the base of the junction with the thumb.
A clear, straight branding.
“Do you know how many cuts and slashes these hands have
received since 1938? I have cut them to the bone with glass,
sliced them with knives, and much worse,
and I don’t have one scar to prove it.
Emma grazed me with her fingernail
one fall day in the rain, and I’ve
never lost the mark. I ask you,
little one, was it love? Or was it
a premonition?”
Marika,
Emma,
and
Robi

Szatmár

Yad
Vashem
Holocaust
Memorial
in Israel.

Of everyone
here, the only
survivor was
János

János

90 years is long enough to write this poem—
The mother:
She waited, as only a mother can await her first born.
The living fruit of her arduous love.
The sum of her life’s hope.
Diapers sewn with the gold and moonbeams of her fantasy.
He was born on a high holiday.
The living fruit of her arduous love.
They augured him long life and fortune.
To him she sang, whispered fairy tales all day long.
Oh! If mortals only knew what destiny offers them,
The sum of her life’s hope.
sheltering him in her arms, she was put in line
to vanish as wisps floating from a chimney.
Undressed, despoiled, as she was,
Diapers sewn with the gold and moonbeams of her fantasy.
the prophecy of long life and fortune
barely lasted eight months.
The father:
Foolish, ignorant, he had hoped.
She waited, as only a mother can await her first born.
In his miserable solitude, he challenged his God.
Thus, he lost all he had left:
his creed.

“Emma and I were
married in April of
1941. Our son Izidor
was born on Yom
Kippur in 1943,
supposedly a great
blessing. You see
the blessing he
lived? He went
up in smoke
in her arms…”

—János Szenti, 2000

Emma
and Izidor

Emma
and Izidor

Szátmár, 1995

Mátyás and Klára’s apartment.
Szátmár, 1995

Deborah
95
Szátmár, 19

bi
Marika and Ro
on Mátyás
and Klára’s
balcony

Robi, Mátyás
and Klára
Szátmár
circa 1941

Robi
and
Klára

Once upon a time in Szatmár
Robi, Mátyás, & Klára strolled
on the main street in summer,
Klára ran errands in winter,
leaving footprints in a light snow.

Marika
and
Robi

Once upon a time
next to the fountain in the plaza
in front of the Hotel,
Marika & Robi laughed
for Mátyás’ lens,
Emma posed for János’ camera.

Emma

Once upon a time
there was an apartment
with a balcony
two doors down
from the Hotel, where
Klára & Mátyás Glasner lived,
where Marika & Robi
posed in a sharp sun.

In 1995, my mother
and I travelled to Szatmár, Transylvania
(now Romania,
n
le
d Ca
formerly Hungary)
a an
li
a
t
Na
equipped with nothing more than old
photos, and János’ hand-drawn
maps. Janos’ maps, labelled in Hungarian, were a difﬁcult guide in an area renamed by the Romanians 50 years prior. My
mother and I speak neither Hungarian nor
Romanian. Our English was useless. Hand
signs did well for getting a cup of coffee
and a hotel room, but not for ﬁnding old
family homes, graves and so on. In less
than 24 hours, however, we crossed paths
with Natalia & Calen (or they crossed paths
with us?), and Szatmár suddenly opened
wide before our eyes. Natalia & Calen not
only spoke English, they spoke Hungarian.
More importantly, they generously dedicated three days and their car to helping us on
our treasure hunt: tirelessly translating old
street names with Hungarian elders, redeﬁning 50-year-old maps criss-crossed with
new streets, driving us to destinations we
would not have been able to get to on our
own, tramping through graveyards and old
neighborhoods…my mother and I never
could have rediscovered our “home town”
without them.
Robi
and
Mátyás

Klára w

ith Mari

ka and

Robi

Once upon a time
in front of the plaza’s church,
there were winters when Klára took
Marika & Robi to play in the snow.
1995 Map of Szatmár.

(The map
János drew
for me
before I
traveled to
Szatmár.)

(In 1943, Zsigmond & Aurelia had SEVEN grandchildren.)

testimony

From the ghetto in Szatmár, I was herded into a railroad car with 50 other people. Among them
were my wife Emma, our eight-month-old baby Izidor, my sister Klára and her husband Mátyás Glasner,
and their twp sons Robi and Tamás, my niece Marika, my father-in-law, and many friends and neighbors. We were shut into the railroad car without food or water for days. We arrived in Auschwitz
on June 8, 1944.
I only had one dream while I was in the concentration camps. Otherwise, sleep was an empty hollow. But one night, soon after I was taken to Mauthausen, I had a dream. There were rows and rows
of women marching. They were all in black dresses, with black scarves tied around their heads and
fastened under their chins. The women were in long lines, in groups of four. Slowly and heavily,
they were marching, marching, marching. In the middle, I could see Emma. Behind her was her mother,
her grandmother Anna, and my sister Klára. Dressed in black, faces forward, they walked on, part of
the multitude. That was my only dream.
I was in my bunk one night in Mauthausen when a skeleton came in and leaned over me. The skeleton’s voice was barely a whisper: “János Szenti?” he asked me. A skeleton, as we all were, I almost
didn’t recognize him. But he was the son of a good friend from Szatmár. It was late February and
the cold of winter was still torturing us. I was too sick to work by this time. I lay in my bunk,
huddled close to other dying prisoners. It was the only way we could keep from freezing to death.
This boy, this son of a friend from another life, had the unfortunate job of cleaning the floors of
the barracks each day. It was a horrible job. The floors were full of excrement and urine from those
who could not get up to relieve themselves. He was wet all day from the water he used to clean and
the wind and cold bit in on him incessantly. But it was his job. Each day, when he cleaned our barracks, he came by and said hello to me. One morning he didn’t come. I rose from my bunk and went to
look for him. I asked a man where the boy was who cleaned the floors. The man told me he had died.
I went to where they stacked the bodies each morning of those who had died in the night. There were
always so many, they stacked them on pallets, two in one direction, two in the other. I found the
boy, halfway down the stack. He was still alive. But he was so frozen and weak, someone had mistaken
him for dead and carried him to the pile. I dragged him out and brought him back to my bunk to try
and warm him a bit. He died a few hours later.
I was in Auschwitz for two days before being sent off on another long cattle car journey without
food or water with Mátyás Glasner and Emma’s father to a work camp named Mauthausen near Vienna. The
Germans used our slave labor to dig enormous tunnels into the mountainsides; big enough for trains
to go through. To make the tunnels, there were men in front who drove big rock chipping machines.
The machines were very heavy and impossible to withstand for very much time. The people who had to
work these died very quickly from exhaustion. I worked in the crew behind the rock chippers, shov-

eling rock onto a platform above our heads that reinforced a sub-ceiling. For a half-hour, it wasn’t
too hard of work. But for eight hours a day, it was nearly impossible, especially when we received so
little to eat.
Once a big chunk of rock fell from the ceiling, crushing the man that was working next to me.
Luckily, I wasn’t killed, but it broke my right forearm. See here where it broke? The muscles never
did fully grow back. That day I had to sit outside in the rain with my broken arm until the shift was
over and the crew returned to the camp. The “Doctor” in the camp didn’t set my arm right and two days
later they had to pull it apart and set it again. The doctor said I needed rehabilitation to develop
the use of my arm again. So they sent me back into the tunnels to shovel rock. Who knows how I managed
to shovel with only one arm, but the SS men had shovels, too, and they beat the prisoners who didn’t
work. I figured out a way to work.
There were crews working in the tunnels 24 hours a day. In the beginning, there were three eighthour shifts each day. After a while, because there were so many deaths, there were only two twelvehour shifts each day.
One time I received cigarettes for working hard. I didn’t smoke, but I saved them for my fatherin-law and for Glasner. Not smoking saved my life too. One less thing to hunger for. Both Emma’s father
and Glasner perished in Mauthausen.
Every morning we stood in line for attendance. We all had bronze bracelets with our number on
them. I was number 73223. We stood in line and called out our numbers in order. One morning I messed
up and said my number wrong. An SS man took me out of line and put me in a different place, separating me from all my friends. I had to work on a new crew and a different shift and this change of place
was devastating.
Many survivors talk of the physical atrocities and tortures of the concentration camps. But nothing, nothing was worse than the degradation, the endless humiliation. In 1931, I went to the house of
a very successful wood industry baron in Szatmár. The house was very grand and luxurious. When we all
sat down to dinner, the baron barked at his wife for not covering the bread with a napkin to protect it
from the flies. That baron and his 15-year-old son were in the same railroad car with me that arrived
in Auschwitz. We hadn’t had any food or water for days. When we arrived in the camp, the SS had a big
cauldron of soup waiting for us. But the containers the SS gave us to drink it out of were the same
containers the prisoners used during the night to relieve themselves in. When the baron’s son saw the
containers, he began to throw up. The baron handed a cup of soup to his son and said, “Take it son,
it is life.” I ran into the baron’s son in Budapest after the war and once again in Italy in 1948. He
was the only member of his entire extended family to survive.
During the nights, we prisoners couldn’t talk. I spent many of these long hours in a personal
conversation trying to understand the will of God. The question of divine justice was my own personal
tragedy. If Jews are the chosen people of God, I thought, then I don’t want to be a member of this
chosen village.
A man needs family to heal, to live. To be alone is to not be living. I remember a time when I
was full of hate. When I came home from Mauthausen, I was alone with this hate in a home that had once
been full of family. I was hateful, I was depressed, I was alone, and I was not alive.
I came back from a war, I came back from a hell, to find nothing left of the world I once knew.
I survived atrocious days. Days like when an SS man shoved me face down in the snow for no reason and
began bashing me over the head with the butt of his gun until he thought I was dead. I survived hunger.

A hunger so malicious that once I found a bone two meters underground in the tunnel we dug, a bone the
size of my thumb. I sucked on that bone for two weeks trying to combat my hunger. The SS would eat in
front of us, torturing us with our hunger. Every once in a while, they’d toss a crust, a mere piddle of
bread in our direction, and we would clamor for it like rabid dogs. I returned from this place, I went
back to my home, and found that my family no longer existed.
By March of the war’s end, I was in the hospital. Bah. Hospital. It was no more than a waiting
room for death. Nobody was cured there. The hospital was in one of many long brick buildings. There was
no heat. There were some cots, but no blankets or sheets. Buckets were placed in the corners for us to
relieve ourselves in. There was the pallet next to the door to stack the dead bodies on. Deaths in the
camps were little more than silent implosions. We fell into ourselves, and appeared on the pallet in
the morning.
I was sinking in the hospital, immobile and weak. As darkness seeped in through the barbed wire
windows, I shook: this night was to bring another cruel frost. Early spring was still too weak to fight
off the bite. I had hoped all day that this night would be the first relief from winter. I would hope
the same the next day, and the next, and the next; I would hope this until my hope came true.
In the twilight, a tall, silent man came and sat next to my cot. I recognized the tall man from my
barrack, but I had never heard him speak. Nobody had. The man was from the province of Beszterce, deep
in the Carpathian Mountains in eastern Hungary. The man came from a dense black timberland, called, by
those who knew, The Forest of Phantoms. The man had long legs that once upon a time were very strong.
Months in the camps had left him malnourished and skeletal like all of us. I watched as his eyes looked
at me. And then the tall man spoke. “You know that I am the richest man in the world?” After so much
silence, the man’s voice cracked and hummed with disuse. Again he spoke. “I am the richest man in the
world, and I am going to tell you why.” I was too weak to move, so I had to listen to him.
“Where I come from, there are no roads. There are only scant pathways that wind like a labyrinth
through the forest. I lived in a cabin deep in these woods. I lived with my wife and my son. Every Friday
I left before daybreak with a small rucksack and I walked three or four hours to the nearest village.
It was a tiny village, but there was a general store and there I bought a supply of candles, matches,
flour, sugar, salt, and other goods my isolated neighbors had requested of me. Then I would make the
journey home. Even in winter, when there could be six feet of snow, my Fridays were the same. During
the week, I hiked long hours to the different houses of my neighbors, distributing the purchases. Like
them, I lived off what I could glean from the land, plus the small profit I made selling my goods.
“Every Friday, I returned before sunset to my home and there I would find my wife and my son, and
the table set for Sabbath: two candles, challah, a white tablecloth, and wine. But I explain to you, I

izidor
b. 1943
szatmár, romania

tamás
b. 1936
szatmár, romania

jean
b. 1929
camagüey, cuba

philip
b. 1932
oakland, calif.

marika
b. 1936
szatmár, romania

deborah
b. 1940
oakland, calif.

robi
b. 1941
szatmár, romania

am the richest man in the world, because I live with this memory: my
wife lighting Sabbath candles, blessing the challah. I remember sitting at the table and sharing this simple meal with my family. We ate
only bread and then bean stew. Some days we had meat. My wife, my son,
two candles, challah, and a pot of beans.” The man spoke slowly and
entirely. I listened, and I hoped for spring. “I am the richest man in
the world,” he continued, “but I tell you my greatest fear. It haunts
me in the night and it doesn’t disappear with the daylight. I will die
here. I will slip into the frost, into nothing. I will die and there
will be nobody, nobody in this world to remember that I once was.” The
tall man’s gaze focused on me a few moments more and then he faded into
the moans and whimpers of the night.
In the morning, I saw the tall man looking back at me, his neck
exposed. That next morning, the richest man in the world was the first
thing I saw. I did not know his name; he was my company for only one
night. The richest man’s eyes were open, hollowed with frost. On the
pallet, he was third from the top.
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“You know why I have all these
photos of Klara, and Kati? Of all the
children? All these photos from before
the war? Our neighbors across the street
protected them for us. The Halmagyis.
Mátyás was a judge, and his wife Piros
was my mother’s good friend. Piros was
from a Jewish family, but Mátyás was
Christian and the Nazis, luckily, never
came knocking at their door.
“When I returned after the war,
Piros came looking for me. It was quite
dishonorable that I didn’t go to visit her.
I feel very badly now to think she had
to come to look me up. I was full of
hate and very rude to her. I rambled on,
blaming her for the war and people like
her, for the lack of collaboration to help
us. I blamed her for things she had no
control over and that weren’t her fault.
But I was full of hate then. It weighs very
heavily on my conscience now. I was
mistaken and I was mean to this woman
who knew me since I was ﬁve years old.
A woman who had been a friend to
my mother and to my entire family. A
woman who did nothing to deserve the
fury I unleashed upon her.
“Now that you are about to travel to
Transylvania, will you please put a single
red ﬂower on her grave? Will you tell
her I am sorry?”
Halmagyi
Grave
Transylva
nia, 1995

SZATMÁR, TRANSYLVANIA: The largest Jewish presence was recorded in 1910 when
29,468 Jews were recorded in the city. In 1944, the German-allied Hungarian government
began applying the Final Solu�on to Szatmár, then under its administra�on. Six trains le�
for Auschwitz-Birkenau beginning on May 19, 1944 carrying approximately 3300 persons.
In total, 18,863 Jews were deported. 14,400 Jews from Szatmár were killed. The survivors
who returned mainly preferred aliyah to the new State of Israel rather than remaining
under the communist regime established in 1947. The 2002 census numbered 30 Jews in
the city of Szatmár.
h�p://www.jewishcomunity.ro/

World War II erupted while my
great-grandparents Zsigmond &
Aurelia visited my grandparents
Jenö & Rozsa in California in
1939. Unable to return to their
home in Szatmár, Aurelia &
Zsigmond remained stranded by
fate in America, saving them from
experiencing the war ﬁrsthand.
All the same, Zsigmond never
overcame the losses, across the
ocean, in his heart.
My grandmother Rozsa’s
sister was the ﬁrst one to be able
to get a letter out of Hungary after
World War II ended in May, 1945.
The letter did not arrive until late
1945. My grandparents Jenö &
Rozsa and my great-grandparents
Zsigmond & Aurelia in California
had not heard from their relatives
in Eastern Europe for over a year.
From this letter they learned of all
who did not survive.
These words tell my grandmother
Rozsa her father died of a stroke,
one brother died as a soldier, and
the other was lost in a Russian
POW camp. And they tell that
János is the only member of the
Szenti family to return to their
home in Szatmár.

(In 1945, Zsigmond & Aurelia had THREE grandchildren.)
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“My cousins opened their home to a man they no longer could
45 d
recognize, and they knew to not ask questions. They let me
19 ove usen
ch m a
rest, and gave me green beans to eat. I ate until I was a green
ar s is utth ee, a f
M no Ma ns p o n
balloon, so many green beans, but that’s what there was.”
á
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May 8, 1945
V-E Day,
World War Two
ends.

“The things were very difficult to write about, to relate
to my family outside of Szatmár. It was difficult to see a
future. Edit was very sweet, muy dulce, very beautiful.
We were married and happy. But afterward,
May 6, 1945
Ebensee is liberated by
things weren’t very good. The Communists
the US Army. After 11
came. I couldn’t get passports.
months of surviving
I kept going and they kept
work camps, János is
Circa
free. He first stumbles
turning me down. In
Aug.-Oct. 1945
back to a cousin’s
Edit & János
1947, people were leaving János returns to Szatmár
house in Budapest.
Szatmár 1948
to
find
that
a
bomb
Romania with all their
landed in the middle of
possessions. You could pay
his home in his absence.
He fashions a bed in the
off the border guards easily
of a more or less
enough and leave with cartloads cornerintact
room,
of belongings. I did not want to
and sleeps.
leave. I had my cardboard box factory
again, a home, a family. I wanted to
live my life in Szatmár. I thought
Late 1945
Edit & David
János gets out of bed
those who left were traitors. Then
Szatmár 1948
after vandals try to
the Communists came, and we
steal the doorframes of
May 1946
knew we were going to lose
his decrepit home for
János & Edit meet.
firewood.
everything. Our freedom. By
November 25, 1946
1948 it was nearly impossible to
János & Edit marry in
1948-1949
get across the borders. We paid in
Szatmár, Romania.
Round-ups of
gold for a guide we didn’t know. We were told
dissidents flourish in
Communist Romania.
to go on the road out of town until we found
The “Redistribution of
a large pumpkin next to a cornfield, and there
Wealth” plan takes János’
April 13, 1947
the guide would wait for us. We followed the
cardboard box factory
The Romanian
and savings, and gives him
guide’s coded instructions, but the pumpkin Constitution
is reformed
money for less than
was not along the road. It was very
to become Soviet based.
a week’s worth
Sept. 11, 1948
dangerous to return to Szatmár, it was
of groceries.
December,
1947
János
& Edit escape
very dangerous to wait along the road in
János & Edit’s first son
from Romania into
the middle of the night. But we chose to do
David is born in
Hungary with their
Szatmár,
Romania.
8-month-old son
the latter, hoping the carriage driver would not
David.
give us away when he returned to town. It seems
he didn’t. Eventually our guide appeared from the darkness.”
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“A herd of cows had eaten our pumpkin. But the guide
found us. We walked with him
Sept. 1949
all night long, for hours and
János dreams of
hours. We’d given David
Zsigmond. He tells Edit
to check again at the
sleeping powder so his cries
immigration office for
would not give us away. We
their Argentine visas. Edit
didn’t know if we could trust
is dubious, but goes. She
returns with the longthe guide, we were assured
awaited
of nothing. Maybe he would
papers.
lead us straight to the authorities? Or
kill us for our winter coats? He had
June, 1949
our gold and owed us nothing.
János & Edit arrive in
Montevideo, Uruguay,
We could not speak on the
only to find themselves
whole journey. Just before
embroiled in another
bureaucratic immigration
dawn, after so many hours
maze. For months they
of walking, our guide finally
apply for Argentine
citizenship visas
whispered, ‘Welcome to
without success.
Hungary,’ and bid us farewell.
We’d made it across without
April, 1949
János dreams of
running into one border
Zsigmond. The next
guard.”
day they are offered

Jenö
works in
California.
Imre
returns to
California.

�er
sm a
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’
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o
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Árpád
lives in Israel.

A na

János
returns to
Szatmár.

János & Edit go daily to
the immigration office
without any luck. János
dreams of Zsigmond. The
next morning, their Hungarian citizenship papers
and passports
await them.

Sept.-Oct. 1948

János, Edit, & David live
clandestinely in hotels
in Budapest, to not raise
suspicion that they are undocumented “foreigners,”
as they apply for Hungarian citizenship papers
based on birth.
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Klára is
no longer.

Late
October, 1948

p on

Uruguayan tourist visas,
valid only with round-trip
“We left everything
boat fare.The Italian gov’t
pays for the return half of
behind. It was important
János & Edit’s boat fare,
to not appear that we
they must promise
Dec. 26, 1948
never
to
use
it.
were about to leave, so we
János, Edit, & David
travel to Genoa, Italy.
couldn’t
even give much away
János & Edit spend months
without raising suspicions,
applying for citizenship
visas for Argentina. Every
much less sell anything. Edit and I
day they stand in line at
left
our home with our son David,
the immigration office,
to no avail.
who wore a diaper full of jewels. We

each carried a bag, and I carried a tube
of paintings, including this portrait of Emma,
and the portrait of Klára that I later gave to Árpád. We
sewed as many valuables and gold as we could into our clothes.
Edit still has a silver spoon she shoved in her pocket at the last
minute for stirring David’s milk.”

David in
Budapest

Edit once said before racing oﬀ:
“The inherent violence of humans
is an animal instinct.”
Edit, her two sisters, and her mother
survived Auschwitz.
Her father did not.
János speaks with his dictionaries very near.
Hungarian to Spanish, Spanish to Hungarian.
The Spanish Language. Spanish to English.
He stops any sentence to investigate a word
precisely, without hurry, and then continues with
his discourse. On the day he told of Edit’s losses
in World War II, he insisted I look up the word
umbra:
Um•bra: (ŭm’ brə) 1. A dark area, especially the
darkest part of a shadow from which all light is
cut off. 2. The shadow of the moon that falls on a
part of the Earth where a solar eclipse is total.

Edit’s forearm is tattooed ‘A-12300.’
In crooked, tired, persistent ﬁgures. Edit does
not hide it, nor does she name it.
“It is unnecessary for Edit to cover her tattoo,
because her words and actions conceal any
suspicions the marking might raise.
This is logical.”
Edit ignores her tattoo, without concern,
even at Mass, knowing she is protected by
her mute ally:
umbra.
If a dark shadow deadens a vision,
do we wonder more of the darkness,
or of what the darkness obscures?
If the black is entire and truly silent,
we wonder of neither.
A shadow more powerful than day.
Edit never mentions her tattoo
so it does not exist.
But it does.

1934
SZATMÁR, ROMANIA
Zsigmond could pressure his
youngest son, János, to
ﬁnish a law degree, but
not to practice law.
On his own, János
began a lucrative
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“Like
Prometheus I
had to bring my
own ﬁre. I was able
to do so in Córdoba.
Would it have been
the same for me in the
USA? Who knows, for that
path was not laid before me.
There are North American
peculiarities I see through you,
Alex, which I am just as content
not to have lived. Such are the
advantages of knowing you now,
I experience a little more of this
wide world from the comfort of
my warm home.”

In
Córdoba,
János & Edit:
—live in the
most afﬂuent
neighborhood.
—attend the Catholic
church.
—don’t drink mate, or
listen to Argentine
music.
—agree with the
conservative
politicians.
—classify the majority
of the population
as “brutes” or
“indians.”
—recall buildings,
customs and fashions
of Hungary with proud
approval and preference.

1946
SZATMÁR, ROMANIA
János recovered most of
his machines, and managed
to reopen his cardboard
box factory in the turmoil
of post-war Europe.

1948
The
Communists
took it.

1949
CÓRDOBA, ARGENTINA
János began a metallurgical
design business, Edit taught
piano. They built enough
capital to buy a gas station
and a collection
of rentals.

2000
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“Árpád
invited us to come live in
Israel, he had visas arranged for
Edit, David, and me, but I was done
ﬁghting. I did not want to go live in
a country with conﬂict. Going to the
USA was not an option that was made
possible for me. Your grandmother
Rozsa, my sister-in-law, already had two
sisters who immigrated to Argentina
from Hungary. Argentina had her borders
open after the war ended, and the
country had prospered well during the
war, so we made the decision to start
over in Córdoba. When we arrived, we
discovered that it was still a country
of brutes, but there was economic
promise, there was industry.”

Edit:
“At
least
for this
part of the
family, we
now have
roots here.
Argentina
is our home.
We’re not
going to rove
anymore.”

90 years is long enough to know
“in one form or another the yellow
star always comes back to us in ways
we cannot avoid.” -János Szenti

Jenö

János ﬁnished speaking of the war
and the next day, the very next day
when I entered his den
closing the door behind me
(the custom, the rule)
pen and notepad in hand
I saw that Emma and Izidor
no longer gazed down from the wall
behind his desk.
János’ ﬂat stare told me not to ask.
Emma and Izidor had been named.
After decades as faithful witnesses
of János and all he did not word,
Emma and Izidor
saw what they most
needed to see
heard what they
most needed to hear
and then they were retired
to a quiet corner
of the living room
with inﬁnite care and longing.

János

Imre

Árpád

János

Imre
Árpád

Jenö

1954
For the first time since 1924,
Aurelia Szenti is reunited with all four of
her sons in Guatemala.
“We only spoke of good things. In front of our
mother, we only laughed. We did not
speak of loss.”
30 years

1991
Jenö Szenti’s
grandson (my cousin) weds
in a synagogue in New York. It
is the first Jewish wedding in the
family since Árpád & Jozsa Szenti
were wed in April, 1941,
in Israel.
50 years

Árpád
János
Klára

1998
Jenö Szenti’s
daughter Deborah (my
mother) is reunited with the Torah
at her bat mitzvah in Salem, Oregon.
This is the first return to the Torah in
the Szenti family since János had his
bar mitzvah in 1923 in Szatmár,
Transylvania.
75 years

1995
János reunites his sister
Klára and her family, and his
brother Árpád, with our memory.
two generations

“The reasons for all the secrets I have tried to
explain. Important to know is that for Jenö, Imre, and me, our decisions
regarding the Jewish religion were made independently from one another, based on
varied experiences, and for very different reasons. In relation to your grandparents, neither
Jenö nor Rozsa left a written legacy explaining this, nor was it a topic they ever discussed with me
specifically. Unlike my brother Imre, who clarified once that his abandonment of Judaism was
opportune and prudent, and not spiritually motivated—a decent reflection of Imre’s
code of living. And in my case, I have said all I will say.”

“The God of Israel was equally cruel to all
Jews, young and old, rich and poor. But I
In Szatmár
don’t blame God for the Holocaust. I feel
90 years is long enough
János
was led by
there really is no one to blame. I believe there
for two generations
Uniforms
is no God of Israel, nor God of Mormons, nor
into cattle cars
to live out the
God of Catholics. There is only one God, and
at the train
that God is inﬁnite because for each person,
contradictions
station.
God has a different deﬁnition. We deﬁne God
chosen for them.
to ﬁll our own needs and desires. We cannot
So then
blame God for our own inadequacies. God
in
Córdoba
makes us all equal at birth and we have the free
János
led
a
son
and a grandson
will to direct our lives in the direction we deem is
into Uniforms
correct. This free will, this ability to know right from
by the same reasoning:
wrong, is what separates man from animal. And in
this manner, I feel many people use their church as a
crutch because they don’t have faith or control over
He
their ability to choose good from bad.”
educated both at the military
academy, the singularly most anti“I believe that if there is anything or anyone to blame
semitic institution in all
for the six million deaths in the Holocaust, it is religion
of Argentina.
itself. For it is religion that separates the people of
the world. I didn’t want to be part of anything that
made me or my family be judged differently from
Never again
others. I didn’t want my children to suffer in the way
is a gargantuan promise
I suffered on account of being different. This was the
to uphold.
sole factor behind my decision to leave my Jewish
origins in Europe: the protection of my children and
grandchildren.”
“With respect to my family, I am the only one
responsible for this decision. Late is the recognition
that owning our future is a thankless task. How
curious! Zeus himself was not all-omnipotent.
Sometimes, too, the mysterious power, fate, was
known to be stronger than he was. I have survived
with fate as my adversary, though, and I am familiar
with its strategies”
“I am a man who has always lived and discovered my
philosophy through action. Agh. Cheap philosophy,
mine.”

János & Edit’s first son, David,
was born in 1947
in Szatmár, Transylvania.
His future was what János & Edit
wanted promise for.
They spoke with David
his whole life
despite his cerebral palsy
until David stopped fighting
his condition
and sat in a wheelchair.
János & Edit tolerate David
but they do not forgive him
for not being angry enough
to stand up on his atrophied legs
regardless of the pain.

st

“Saying I left Judaism can be compared to saying
Transylvania left Hungary. Szatmár may ﬂy the
“There are no
TIONS reveal th
C
I
D
Romanian
ﬂag, but moving borders on paper cannot
A
R
T
CON
poor people. There are
e
fe
change
the heart of a people. I have never had a
only lazy people who have
ar
Some days,
country.
Never. We Jews are like mussels in the
,t
their expectations too
he
I am János & Edit’s chance
sea.
I
am
not
sure Israel’s behavior has always been
high.”
de
to be as they haven’t with their
ter
honorable, I don’t pay much attention. But I am proud
offspring:
mination,
that the Jews have claimed a corner of the Earth. I
the
forgiving, nonjudgmental,
respect
it as a struggle I was not willing to take on.
h
thoughtful, openhearted.
i
For the simple reason, very simple, that it is not a
One day at lunch,
rational struggle. The Jews will lose, it is the destiny
this uniformed grandson
of the Chosen People.”
carefully leaned over and asked
me in a tone which János & Edit
“Life is a struggle against the false security of
could not register,
common sense.”
“Do you ever lie?”

that words
y,
or

ot .

cann

Such a
question,
in such a
house.
me

János & Edit’s
headstrong adherence to the
ways of pre-war Eastern
Europe has a thorough way of driving
everyone who has ever lived with
them absolutely batty.

János & Edit’s second son
was born in 1954
in Córdoba, Argentina.
János & Edit stopped speaking to him
soon after he married in the 1970s.
Personality differences,
or similarities.
They came back to words
for the new millennium,
soon after this son’s separation.

“I never converted away from our religion. For
reasons that need a long explanation, I resolved
that my family would follow the Catholic faith.
My way of thinking, my unique concepts of faith,
certainly would not be approved of by those
who believe they are the earthly representation
of God. God, faith, and religion are not always
synonymous.”
“I readily admit the effectiveness of the Nazi
approach: if you tell a lie often enough, no matter
how outrageous, eventually it will be believed as
the absolute truth.”
“A borrowed ideology is a false ideology.”
“In the hanging house, don’t mention the noose. I
wanted the world for my children, and a world
without nooses. My determination has brought
constant pain, more than I imagined. One day
every man has to live up to his decisions. I am
a man and I have decided many things. I must
defend those decisions, as all men do, mostly and
most importantly, to myself.”
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“One has to cry for the
disintegration of our family.
One has to cry, because
what happened to us, has
happened to millions of
families all over the world.
Since my childhood, it’s like
a bomb exploded among us,
and we were scattered apart.
An eye in Cuba, a bone in
Argentina, a hand in California,
a foot in Connecticut, and
still more in Israel and Canada
and Switzerland, all over the
world. Conversations like what
you and I have, Alex, at one time
were common among family
members. I’m passing on what I
know of our family, to add meat
and flesh to the pieces that have
been scattered all over the
world. The unity of what we
once were can still give us
strength, and can remind us of
what we need for strength in the
present and in the future.
At some point, one must ask:
what really leaves traces behind
us? Nothing. What is painful
today, or what was painful
yesterday, or what is going to
be painful tomorrow, in the end
turns out to be nothing more than
anecdotes. And then nothing. It
is forgotten. Life is like water, it
cleanses everything. Even the most
painful. But the written word is
not lost, ever. Memory, memory
fades. The pain and the traces
always disappear with time. The
written word does not.”

János’
90th
Birthday

“Imagine
what men
such as Henry
J. Kaiser
would think
if they knew
Jenö had lied
about his past all
those years.” János

The Szentis never would have exchanged the distance
that was of a day by horse
for a distance of languages:
one cousin can no longer understand
another.
János never would have exchanged the time measured in harvests
for a time nine decades long
each night a torment
he sleeplessly stares down with his ice of the angry,
of the terriﬁed.

repeated, reminded
throughout the
months of telling. I
never saw it this way.
My grandfather I only felt that if their
Jenö, 1961
father Zsigmond
was without judgment,
than I was also.
I am moved by the
propriety of honor
and discretion.
Customs that have
not survived into this
century. But wonder
Cuba, 1924
and sentiment have.
And here I am with
them, and with all that
János could not fit into
the grave with him.

If it hadn’t been for such a mean fall that buckled them
in slow shards that fell over decades
seeping drops of unexpected red to the earth and away,
would the Szentis have scattered as pigeons from the tree at the
snarling of the dogs below?
A sudden spill of gray commotion and then gone.
After centuries,
János lived as a boy the last Together
in handmade lace and apples
no plastics
without knowing it would touch him to
string that ribbon over the earth
that spilled oceans between their solutions.
string that ribbon over the heavens
that swirled loss in unknown constellations above them.
In one generation, the Szentis prayed themselves
into, out of
consequences (unimaginable) and solutions (shattering)
until the last family photograph was wrapped in cloth
and carried by shocked hands
pale and dry

90 years is long enough
to live a whole truth.
90 years is long enough
to tell it.

to lands that maybe weren’t worse.
to lands where their words and
their stitches and their seasons
would not lead the passing of time.

EPILOGUE

I ﬁnished the artist’s book version of The János Book in 2006.
Eight years later, this happened:

May 14, 2014
Sierras de Córdoba, Argentina
For months we had been waiting for mail to arrive that
my mother had sent us from the USA in February and ﬁnally,
in mid-May, all seven manila envelopes showed up at once.
She sent us things that we needed for work, some goodies
for the kids, as well as some old letters and photos from around
the house. She obviously had been cleaning out drawers, and
found a bundle of memorabilia from the 80s that she decided
to include. There were letters addressed to me from cousins in
Argentina, some from my aunt; a miscellaneous collection that
now fell into my hands after 30 years. Memories of what life was
like before the Internet.
And in this bundle, without fanfare, I found this letter.

I recognized the handwriting immediately. It was a letter from my Great
Uncle János. I looked at the date: December 6, 1984. I was ten at that time. I have
no memory of having shared correspondence with János back then. This letter was
written to me, in Spanish. As I began reading it, I realized it was being read for the
very ﬁrst time.
He wrote it to me years before I spoke Spanish, so I wouldn’t have
understood it back then. If it had been translated, I am certain that we would have
remembered it. My mother and aunt would not have forgotten this, what it said, or
the tone in which it was written.
It was not that János and I had an established relationship at that point,
either. But it was obvious from the letter that János was certain we were going to
ﬁnd one another, even if it was still out of context in 1984. He was patient enough
to wait another ten years after writing this letter for that context to present itself.
Realizing all of this, I began reading the letter from the beginning once
again. Words written in 1984, sent from Córdoba, Argentina, to Salem, Oregon,
from János to me, being read for the ﬁrst time in Córdoba in 2014, after being
stored in a drawer for thirty years, and lost in the mail the previous three months.
It’s worth mentioning that at the time János wrote me this letter, I had met
him—in 1983 when I traveled to Argentina for the ﬁrst time—but I can’t say we
made a special connection, that we embraced, that we even had a full conversation.
I was only nine, we didn’t speak the same language. I suspect I didn’t see him more
than three times on that trip. And even then, the times I would have seen him were
large family gatherings where I spent most of my time among the herd of children.
Not with the adults. Especially not with János, who was 74, and intimidating.
Given how he starts the letter to me, it is apparent that after returning to
the USA, when I made and sent Christmas cards, I also sent one to him and Edit.
I must have written their names on the front in glitter.
A full year after having sent that Christmas card, János answered me. But
nobody at home in 1984 knew what he said.
Reading his words for the ﬁrst time, it was as if he were writing me that
day from the Other Side, which, in essence, is what he had done.

The letter says exactly this:

Alex 2014 - age 40

Dear Alex!

Córdoba Dec. 6, 1984

Last year’s Christmas brought me a surprise. A shining card in the mail. Our names
twinkled in tiny silver particles—that’s how it would appear to those who do not
understand—but those of us that understand many things know that they are not of silver
but of pure crystallized love. I cannot send you such a valuable jewel, such as you sent me,
but I will try to reply with a little story, that once upon a time was shared with me: They
spoke to me of a marvelous land and I will tell you about it just as it was told to me: This
was a wonderland overﬂowing with ﬂowers and exquisite perfumes, trees full of the most
diverse fruits and everything was pure gold. The rays of golden sun played hide and seek
with the amusing shadows of the eucalyptus leaves…and there lived angels like those of
Murillo…there they hopped and ﬂew…their little wings were so ﬁne and subtle that not
even the most powerful cameras could capture them on ﬁlm. In this place, all was laughter,
love, fragrance, hope, and promise. And there were many paths that opened from this land:
who knew where they led to? All the paths were lined with diamonds of hope, emeralds of
love, and pearls of tears…The paths climbed the surrounding mountains that were high, so
high that one could not see what was on the other side and the peaks were covered by clouds
that would not let anyone see what lay beyond.
Nobody knew where these paths led to, but many took them. For some, the paths
were very steep. For others, they were very long. The unknown called out to them: what lay
beyond those mountains? And with a ﬁrm step, the people walked the paths. On the way, as
they progressed, everyone gathered diamonds of hope, emeralds of love, and many pearls of
tears… for this was what the paths were made of…
The goblins and fairies of this marvelous land, like all mischievous goblins and fairies,
did not reveal that these paths were one way only and that the possibility of return only
existed in the land of dreams. But we are not in the land of dreams, we are in the land of
rocky mountains, valleys of endless forests, impenetrable rivers…The path is so long that a
single lifetime is not enough to reach the end…Nonetheless, there are those who say that in
the land of dreams…they say…who knows if it is true.
My wish for you—little one—is a very merry Christmas and a very large tree with a
star of love on top.

Great Uncle János

János 1930 - age 20

invert
time
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belief
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now
then
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I now know that János knew all along

what we were going to do together.

1910 - 1974 - 1983 - 1994 - 2003 - 2014

1994

for our dreams
for the return
his den 2014
remains the same
as the day we began 1994
as the day he passed away 2003.
we have become the goblins.
all is inverted.
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So then the book...

1996 - After two years of investigation, I completed an extensive ethnography of our family’s history. I modiﬁed

nothing. I left nothing out. I was not able to capture János’ feisty spirit, our time together, nor his fear of and
need to speak. János had poured generations of knowledge into me and the meticulous documentation of it meant
that nothing washed away. I had not, however, captured what ﬂoated beneath the surface. Overwhelmed, I took a
break. I left Argentina to travel with my husband, Magú. I was 22.

1998 - For two years I chipped away at a novelized version of our family’s history. I entitled it The Richest Man.
Upon completion, my only certainty was that the novel did not illuminate the essence of what had been bestowed.
That is to say, I wrote a book I simply refer to as “bad.” But I was patient.
2000 - My husband and I moved back to Argentina. We arrived just in time for János’ 90th
birthday. I began visiting him and Edit regularly once again. János received Magu and me with
notable displays of aﬀection. He was less angry. Our conversations revolved around a shared past
The novel writing
headquarters in
we did not have to hide and a present we both found curious.
Alaska.
I began to ask myself, “How long is 90 years?”
Patiently, the waters began to ﬁlter out a clue and I understood I needed to tell the story in the voice I can expand
in most: collage.
July 2002 - I ﬁnished the ﬁrst version of what I called The ______ Book. It was a very elaborate artist’s book that
wove together original letters, paintings, photos, and memorabilia, with our family’s history and János’ testimony,
into hand-crafted collages. In a need to be completely unfettered, I did not change any of the names. I told the
story as if there were no rules.
As soon as it was ﬁnished, I took it to János and showed it to him in the den. I could not predict what his reaction
would be. The book was in English and as he devoured each page, tears streaming down his face, I translated out
loud. Edit watched with great attention, leaning over his shoulder.
“It is a precious book,” János said. “We must burn it.”
His initial fear rose up, more ferocious than ever, and suddenly
János became as he was in 1994 when we ﬁrst began to work
together. But sadder.

Would János have approved of this book in your hands?

It was Edit who declared immediately, “It is a work of art. We will not destroy it.” As I never could have imagined, the book’s greatest
enemy became its savior. And János quickly ceded after I assured him the book would only exist in English in North America as a
limited edition artist’s book. After a lifetime of controlling what was hidden, they could not celebrate in song about it’s liberation. But
they did not oppose it.
Their children and grandchildren still did not know their history.
All that János had poured into me was beginning to evaporate. I was getting closer.

November 2002 - János called me on the phone. He had a plan. He wanted to write a novel. He wanted me to come and take
notes. He would let me record him. The novel would be about his life. It would be called This Cursed Century.

We met a number of times to work on his project, always with the door of his den open. He had the novel’s structure all worked out in
his head. He spoke of our heritage without lowering his voice. The two grandsons who lived with him and Edit must have heard what
we talked about.
I didn’t ask if they had told their grandsons. Speaking with the door of the den open said everything about his rebellion, about his
decision. I knew the exasperated expression János would ﬂatten me with were I to ask outright, if I were to try and force him to name
what was evidently happening.
János’ heart was deteriorating and frequently he ran out of breath. The work on his book was interrupted. But permission had been
given.

September 20, 2003 - János passed away in his bedroom, surrounded by his family. After 93 tumultuous
years, he closed his eyes and crossed over to the other side in absolute calm.

August 2005 - One day at lunch I asked Edit, “What is going to happen to Emma’s portrait?”

“Are you asking me for it?”
“Now that János is gone, I’m only asking that it’s with someone who knows who she is.”
Silence.
And then a chuckle.
“I lived with that portrait for more than 50 years and I never said a word. But it’s
my husband’s ﬁrst wife. Do you think I like seeing her everyday in the living room?
I would be glad if you would take it!”
Now Emma and Izidor reside in my home. They watch our comings and goings, they watch our children grow, they
observe our bit of history.

April 2006 - I ﬁnished the artist’s book version of The János Book in English. As promised, with all of the names changed. As I

ﬁnished the digital version of each collage, I returned step by step to my actual spiritual weight. Centuries had been poured into me.
Finally, they were beginning to ﬂow back out.

Edit was proud that The János Book was exhibited in galleries from coast to coast in the USA, that it had been purchased by universities,
museums, libraries, and collectors.
The book lives and ﬁnds its way.

November 2010 - Edit called me on the phone. Her sister,

also a Holocaust survivor, was visiting from Canada. “Can
we come see the book?” What a surprise, but of course.
Absolutely of course. Once again, Edit leaned over the
shoulder of a loved one reading our history, with a gesture of pride and wonder.

THE LANGUAGE BARRIER
August 2012 - Edit is 88 years old. Most of her descendants now know their heritage because they have overwhelmed her with
questions and she has decided to answer. She tells me this, and I am patient.

Then, one day a translator came to my bookbinding studio on a much diﬀerent errand. A translator. Time called at the door. And the
last drops fell to the ﬂoor. So Then the Book. The Spanish trade edition, Entonces el libro, came to life and ﬂourishes in the very same
land where it was conceived.

May 2014 - I receive a letter from János in the mail. Eight years after I ﬁnished the artist’s book. 11 years after he passed away. 30
years after he wrote it. Suddenly I was presented with the challenge of incorporating the staggering letter and the story of its arrival into
two diﬀerent books, in two languages, that I had thought were ﬁnished.
July 2015 - The János Letter / Después la carta was published in Argentina as a bilingual trade edition to accompany Entonces el libro.
It grew out of an artist’s book version of The János Letter I made ﬁrst to accompany the original artist’s book version of
The János Book. All very confusing, I know. Languages, continents, formats. As is evident in the Epilogue, I wove
the pages of The János Letter by hand. There were so many pieces to bring together.
2016 - With the arrival of The János Book as an English trade edition 22 years later, we have ﬁnally come full circle,
in both languages, in both hemispheres, in one book.

Would János have approved of anything less?

Author’s Note
As mentioned at the beginning, The János Book is a work of nonﬁction. The
names of places have not been changed, with the exception of Szatmár.
In order to ease the reader’s experience, I use Szatmár throughout the
entire book to refer to what is currently the city of Satu-Mare in Romania.
Before 1944, when the city was Hungarian, it was known as Szatmárnemeti.
I will mention that when translating János’ letter in the epilogue from
Spanish to English, I left his informal punctuation and only streamlined a
verb conjugation or two for smoother reading. In essence, though, you are
ingesting a literal version of the letter I received in the mail in May, 2014.
I have no evidence that Henry J. Kaiser was antisemitic, nor that Kaiser
Industries refused to hire Jews. János believed this to be the case, which
I can understand considering his life experience, but former co-workers
of my grandfather have denied these claims. My sense is that in Cuba
what my grandfather did not mention at ﬁrst about his identity became
something he deemed more prudent to silence once the doors of the
USA opened via Kaiser Industries.
Over the years, The János Book has evolved through many formats. At
times I have modiﬁed the design of some collages, but the way the story
is told has remained unchanged since 2002. Always I have found it a
challenge to decide what ﬁts into the narration, and what must be left
out so that I do not lose the reader along the way. There simply is not
enough room for everything. Originally the Halmagyis were not included,
but when I revisited the book structure during the creation of Entonces el
libro, I realized how strongly I felt they needed to speak here. There are
many other anecdotes whose absence unsettle me, but I have not been
able to ﬁnd their exact placement within the telling. The astute reader, for
example, will discover that three of the four brothers were wed in April
of 1941 in three different countries. Pure coincidence.
Pure coincidence like when, in 1947, various relatives of my grandmother
Rozsa (including two of her sisters and their families) traveled from
Hungary to Argentina via Italy, they did so on the SS Santa Fe. This was a
“Liberty Ship” constructed in the shipyards in Portland, Oregon, that my

grandfather oversaw as chief engineer of Kaiser Industries during World
War II. The Italian government bought 98 Liberty Ships after the war to
help transport the refugees that overwhelmed the ports.
Or, pure coincidence like the day when János discovered a scrap of
newspaper to use in the latrine in Mauthausen and read that it contained
a list of Nazi “enemies” of the state. Among the names listed there he
found that of his brother Jenö of Kaiser Engineers in America. And it
goes on and on like this.
I created The János Book for the simple reason that if János could not go
to the grave with this legacy dormant inside of him, I certainly could
not either. The János Book is my intent to honor János, our time together,
and all that he was courageous enough to share. After it was published
in Spanish in Argentina, however, I discovered that there was another
“reason” for the book, patiently awaiting us, that provided an entirely new,
very surprising, perspective. Soon after Entonces el libro began circulating,
teachers in Córdoba wrote to me that they were using the book in their
classrooms. I had this vision of one teacher with one book, and the usual 30
or so students. That didn’t seem right. So the idea of a free traveling library
occurred to me—an itinerant suitcase that traveled by bus and equipped
teachers with 25 copies of the book, plus a study guide. I was able to put
together the ﬁrst “Traveling Library, the Entonces el libro Suitcase” in July
2013. As of August 2016 there are now four Traveling Libraries circulating
nonstop throughout Argentina, free of charge. Since the inception of the
Traveling Libraries, Entonces el libro has been a learning tool for thousands
of people of all ages in Argentina, across socioeconomic strata, visiting
schools, museums, and libraries in both sprawling cities and small towns.
Because of its nontraditional format, and because of its content,
educators see in Entonces el libro a versatile resource ﬁt for teaching about
discrimination, identity, immigration, World War II, and the visual arts.
Quite regularly, it is tied into teaching about the last military dictatorship
here in Argentina. As if this weren’t inspiration enough to me as an
author, as a bookbinder I am enthralled to see how many schools decide
to make their own books, through which people tell their stories, and
explore themselves, their schools, their families or towns.
The Traveling Libraries are made possible by sponsors, individuals who
“believe in and create the right to culture, education and art,” as one
teacher phrased it. I feel profound gratitude because I walk with many
hands as I accompany The János Book and Entonces el libro. The Traveling

Libraries provide a context within which I understand much more of what
happened to us as a family, and what transpired between János and me
along the way. Witnessing Entonces el libro organically turn into a learning
tool puts our family’s experience as immigrants and as Holocaust victims
and survivors into a perspective I had never imagined. If János were able
to see the transformation that his decision to speak has caused in others,
all of his trepidations about having connected us with our heritage would
melt away deﬁnitively. János had a very endearing Cheshire cat expression,
one of content satisfaction, and wonder. Every time that I hear from
teachers and students about their experience with the Traveling Libraries,
every time I am blessed with one more anecdote of Entonces el libro being
an instrument for discovery, I imagine sitting in the den telling János
about it, as I would if he were alive, and that expression glows through
time. We did not embark on this journey together with the idea of making
an educational resource. But now that it exists here in Argentina, there
is an all-encompassing point of view that explains away decades of
unknowns.
I also feel I need to address the perspective that was provided by the
astounding letter from János that appeared in 2014. I incorporate it into
this edition as an epilogue, but had the letter arrived before 2006, it surely
would have been the axis of the entire telling.
Without a doubt, János had a very rational here-and-now side. The side
that resolved a million details, from earning a living to ﬁxing jammed door
locks. The side from which he slammed his ﬁst to the table, knocking wine
to the ﬂoor, when we ﬁrst raised questions of our past. This side of János
was more impatient, domineering, and judgmental. Not always endearing
characteristics, but they allowed him to rebuild his life from scratch on
three different occasions, under circumstances most of us would have
found heartbreaking and insurmountable. At the same time, János had a
side that was connected to the non-rational realm of being human. A side
that listened to the messages received in dreams, that knew the power of
story telling, of hope, and of love. Nothing less. And when János spoke
from this place, he was calm, reassured, and certain. From this place, he
wrote a letter to a ten-year-old grandniece he barely knew.
Throughout our years together, especially during the ﬁrst months, János
was torn between these two realms. Unpredictably, he went back and
forth from one to the other. As time went on, as the stories were told and
let free, the rational realm began to lose more and more of its inﬂuence
on János. Doubtless, the letter János wrote to me in 1984 was the result of

a mandate that came to him from his non-rational domain. Who knows
how, or when, or under what circumstances? Somehow, János knew he and
I would come together to heal what needed to be healed. Did Zsigmond
tell him in a dream? Did he feel the mandate as a vision, one dawn, before
he snapped back into the reasonable world of paying bills and disciplining
children? Will we ever know? What the letter made certain was that the
mandate had been issued, and János was sure enough of it to wait for
me, and to overcome his incredulousness at my appearance when I came
knocking at the door. János and Edit never ceased to remind me of their
ﬁrst impression of me: a very young woman, in “a very ugly hippy dress
that hung like a bag,” in sandals, traveling alone to South America, with
no make-up, a nondescript hairdo and what I imagine was a tentative
smile covering my nerves. I did have the foresight to take out my nose
ring. “Do you remember, Alex? My goodness!” they would exclaim with
giggles, time and again. I always thought that János and Edit’s kind horror
at my physical aspect had to do with their structures, and my evident
lack of them. A quirky coming together of two—or three—different
worlds. Based on János’ letter, I now see that what he had to overcome
was the shock that he was to entrust his deepest truths to a vessel that, in
appearance, was furthest from what he (or even my grandfather or great
grandfather) ever would have approved of. The mandate had been issued.
It could not be explained, it was not always understood, but it was to
be carried out. And now that I think of it, what gave me the courage to
knock on János’ door? Why did I feel such a draw to know our history, to
walk into the lion’s cave to ask the questions? What gave me the stamina
to learn a new language, to change my life’s course, to conduct months
of interviews, to transcribe and translate them, to withstand tremendous
confrontations with János, to accompany this undertaking blindly?
Perhaps the same mandate. As an answer, all I really have is an inﬁnite
collection of tiny nudges and hints, enough to send me to Argentina, to
ﬁnd comfort and solace through all that János taught me, and embraced
me with. To love is to liberate. I dearly love this journey I have been
blessed with, and so I release it
once again, so that you,
too, may wonder at all that is
possible when we are free
My gra
enough to believe in what
ndf
ather
we cannot see, what we
Jenö
cannot explain, but what
we can truly feel, deep
within.
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This version of The János Book has been 22 years in the making. Given
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who have extended a hand or opened a door, could ﬁll a stadium. I cannot
name you all, but if you have seen me walking, and you have smiled, I have
seen you and I am grateful. Feel yourself being recognized here, because it
is so. None of this would have been possible without you.

Paintings created by my aunt, Eve Slinker (referred to as Jean
throughout the book), appear in many of the collages. Her paintings
have accompanied the investigation and creation of this book from my
childhood until the present. They not only illustrate many events in our
history, but they also illustrate my diﬀerent phases of the telling.
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pulled into town—the list of these little miracles is long, constant and
beautiful, and as much a part of the book as the actual collages.
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Burning Figures, pages 14-15.
Eve Slinker, oil on canvas, 1995.
Illustration of János’ dream in the camp.
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Eve Slinker, oil on canvas,
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“One has to cry for the disintegration of our family.
One has to cry, because what happened to us, has
happened to millions of families all over the world.”

BY

the age of 40, the Hungarian János Szenti has
survived both world wars and has rebuilt his
life in Cordoba, Argentina. Upon arriving to
his new country, he keeps silent what Alex Appella’s
grandfather-János’ brother-also kept silent when
he immigrated to the USA in 1931. Unable to
discover the truth, in 1994 a young Alex travels to
Argentina to knock on János’ door with questions
only he can answer. János is incorrigible and strict,
Alex is free-spirited and determined. For the ﬁrst
time since escaping from Europe, János decides to
reveal all that he has hidden from even his children
and grandchildren. János is terriﬁed of ﬁnally
speaking, but he is even more fearful of what
could be lost by his silence. “For me, to rebel is to
remember and to pass on those memories.” Together,
János and Alex-a most unlikely duo-embark
on a mysterious journey through time and across
continents. It is an odyssey that breathes life
into, and transforms, all that János dare not take
to the grave. 22 years in the making, The János
Book illuminates a tragic past in a mesmerizing
new format: frothing pages of layered collages
that weave Alex’s documentation with János’
courageous testimony. “Life is like water,” Janos
assures us. Flowing, expanding, seeking…insisting
that this story not only be told, but that it be told
in a revolutionary voice that enables the reader to
do the same: Flow. Expand. Seek.
Historical Nonﬁction, Memoir.

